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After Black Kong finished his introduction, the handsome and pale mixed-blood man 

stepped forward with a proud look. 

“I’m Bill Wolf, known as the Dark Prince. I’m from the Demon Feast Alliance of the 

Empire of the Sun Never Sets.” 

“The Dark Prince of the Demon Feast Alliance?” Tyson was surprised again. 

The Demon Feast Alliance was the most powerful organization in the Empire of the Sun 

Never Sets, second only to the Pantheon of Gods in the West. 

It consisted of three major races: the blood clan, werewolves, and wizards, along with 

some special monsters. 

The blood clan dominated, almost ruling the entire empire. 

William, a blood demon invited by the Pantheon of Gods, was an earl of the blood clan. 

Bill Wolf (Dark Prince) was the leader of the Demon Feast Alliance and the son of the 

Dark Monarch, the king of the blood clan, whose strength matched the God King of the 

Pantheon of Gods. 

Bill Wolf inherited his father’s noble blood and, at a young age, had the strength of a 

blood clan viscount. 

Many strong men had died by his hands. 

His most notable achievement was killing three overseas masters in one night, severely 

damaging the overseas power of Dragonmarsh. 

Tyson never imagined that Bear King Bailey could convince the Dark Monarch to send 

his son, Bill Wolf, to participate. 



He knew Dragonmarsh was dangerous and was surprised the young master of the 

Demon Feast Alliance would risk his life. 

“Bill Wolf’s father is a friend of mine. He heard that our Pantheon was taking action, so 

he sent Bill Wolf to show the power of the Demon Feast Alliance,” Bear King Bailey 

explained casually, seeing Tyson’s doubts. 

In short, Bill Wolf came to Dragonmarsh to prove himself. 

If he performed well and weakened the Dragonmarsh warriors, he could inherit the 

position of the Dark Monarch. 

“So that’s how it is.” Tyson smiled and flattered him, “With the Dark Prince’s help, we 

can definitely crush the Dragonmarsh warriors!” 

“Of course!” Bill Wolf’s mouth curled up proudly. 

“I’ve killed countless so-called masters of Dragonmarsh. Their bodies are as fragile as 

paper. I’ll show all the Dragonmarsh warriors how powerful our blood clan is and make 

them live in fear forever!” 

 


